
Brooks Feeds Transforms Rescue Gelding 
 
Kim Speirs and Justin Nitti, co owners of Caelum Stables near 

Shelbourne Ontario are so pleased with the results from using  

Brooks Feeds they couldn’t wait to share the latest transformation 

with us. Gambol was dull coated and lethargic at his arrival at  

the farm. A few weeks on a Brooks ration and he could be ready  

for the show ring. 
 

“They couldn’t pay me to switch to any other feed, Kim says. We  

get all different varieties of horses and horse types here, each with  

their own specific requirement for feed.  Everything from injured,  

post-op care, track lay-ups, brood mares and babies, as well as rescues that come in completely emaciated. 

Depending on the horse, generally after as little as a few weeks on Brooks rations the results are 

incredible!  The transformation some of these horses go through is absolutely amazing!  It’s in the feed! 

My clients are extremely happy with the condition of their horses when they return home or back to the 

track.”   
 

Kim Speirs is certainly in a position to recognize the value of a well formulated feed. The farm regularly 

takes in Woodbine lay ups. Kim and Justin also have a Thoroughbred breeding program. 
 

Brooks representative Laurie Clarke utilizes her experience and knowledge to suggest Brooks rations for 

the various equine residents. The farm uses Brooks Fit & Fibre extensively as well as Phase ll, Brooks 

12%, All Phase 20 and Flax Appeal.  

 
Of course on a farm like Caelum, feed is not the only essential ingredient for 

success. Experience, patience, and horse sense are qualities that Kim and Justin 

exhibit in order to garner the trust of their clients. “My clients know that their 

horses receive superior care and attention to detail when they stay with us, 

whether it’s for a few weeks or a few months.  The feed is an integral part to 

our service and care that we provide, and we are proud to serve Brooks!  I 

love to see the looks of astonishment with some clients who have come to visit 

their horse and were certain that it wasn’t their horse!”  
  

Congratulations to Kim and Justin for the good work they do and to Brooks 

representative Laurie Clarke for applying Brooks quality and experience to get 

superior results.   
                                                        

 

 


